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Zusammenfassung 

 

In dieser Arbeit wurden alkalihaltige und alkalifreie Gläser im System 

Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2/AlF3/CeF3 untersucht. Die Analyse diese Gläser erfolgte hinsichtlich der 

Kristallisationseigenschaften, der ausgebildeten Mikrostrukturen, sowie der 

Fluoreszenzeigenschaften und des Einflusses von Keimbildner wie ZrO2 und TiO2. In den 

alkalifreien Proben ist die durch eine Wärmebehandlung bei ≥ 1300°C, hauptsächlich 

ausgebildete Phase Yttriumaluminiumgranat (YAG). Die Fluoreszenzspektren zeigen ein 

Maximum bei 532 nm. Da nur die YAG Kristalle zur Emission beitragen, beweist dies, dass 

die Ce3+ Ionen in den Kristall eingebaut werden. Bedingt durch die sehr viel höhere 

thermische Leitfähigkeit und chemische Beständigkeit im Vergleich zu kommerziellen 

Lichtkonvertern bestehend aus YAG-Leuchtstoffen eingebettet in Polysiloxane, sollte die 

hergestellt Glaskeramik für Hochleitungslichtkonverter geeignet sein. In einem zweiten 

Versuch enthielt die hergestellte Glaszusammensetzung zusätzlich noch entweder Alkalien 

oder CaO. Aus diesen Gläsern konnte die YAG Phase schon bei Temperaturen von 1000°C 

(oder niedriger wenn für 20 h getempert) erhalten werden. Lumineszenzspektren, welche von 

diesen Gläsern aufgenommen wurden, zeigen eine maximale Effizienz vergleichbar zu denen 

kommerzieller weißer LEDs. Weiterhin konnte durch Alkalien als Netzwerkwandler (Na2O) 

und Fluoridionen die Konnektivität des Si-O-Si Netzwerkes gesenkt werden. Dies wurde 

Anhand des Glassystems Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2/AlF3/Na2O/CeF3/B2O3 veranschaulicht. In diesem 

Glas konnte YAG bei 1000°C bereits nach 3h auskristallisiert werden. Die benötigte 

Temperatur und Zeit der YAG Kristallisation konnte folglich von 1400°C für 20h auf 1000°C 

und 3h reduziert werden. Die Kristallisationsmechanismen von Oberflächenkristallisation und 

Volumenkristallisation wurden durch Röntgenbeugung, optischer sowie 

Elektronenmikroskopie und Fluoreszenzspektroskopie aufgeklärt werden. Die Anwendung 

rasterelektronenmikroskopischer Techniken wie Kikuchi-Beugung transmittierter Elektronen 

und EBSD ermöglichten die Identifizierung der auftretenden Kristallphasen. 
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Abstract 

 

In the present work, alkaline and alkali free glasses in the system Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2/AlF3/CeF3 

with were investigated. Their crystallization behavior, the formed microstructure and the 

fluorescence properties of these glasses as well as the effect of the nucleating agents ZrO2 and 

TiO2 were studied. In alkali free samples, the main formed phase after annealing at 

temperatures ≥1300 ◦C was YAG. The fluorescence spectra show a maximum at 532 nm. 

Only the YAG crystals contribute to the light emission which proves that Ce3+ is incorporated 

into the YAG crystals. Due to their much higher thermal conductivity and chemical durability, 

in comparison to commercial light converters composed of YAG phosphors embedded in 

polysiloxane, the prepared glass–ceramics should be suitable for high power light converters. 

In the second attempt, the glass compositions containing either alkalis or CaO were prepared. 

From these glasses, the YAG phase could already be precipitated at a temperature of 1000 °C 

and lower if crystallized for 20 h. Luminescence spectra recorded from these glasses showed a 

maximum efficiency approximately as high as that of commercial white LEDs. Furthermore, 

a mixture of the alkaline modifier (Na2O) and fluorine could reduce the connectivity of the Si-

O-Si in the network of the glass matrix. This was illustrated with a glass composition in the 

system Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2/AlF3/Na2O/CeF3/B2O3. In this glass, YAG could be crystallized at 

1000 °C within 3 h. Hence, it enabled to reduce the temperature and time of YAG 

crystallization from 1400 °C and 20 h to 1000 °C and 3 h. The crystallization kinetics as well 

as the mechanism of surface and bulk crystallization was clarified using X-ray diffraction, 

optical and electron microscopy as well as fluorescence spectroscopy. The application of 

techniques in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) using Kikuchi diffraction of 

transmitted electrons, electron backscattered diffraction enabled to identity occurring crystal 

phases. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG, Y3Al5O12) based materials are used for many different 

applications such as in cathode-ray tube (CRTs), field emission displays (FED), scintillation, 

phosphorus and electroluminescent applications as well [ 1- 3]. For application in a solid-state 

laser or in the other optical devices the transition metals and/or the rare earth (lanthanide) 

and/or actinide ions (e.g. Ce3+, Nd3+, Dy2+, Ho3+, Tm3+, etc.) are added into YAG ceramics in 

order to produce the fluorescent transition of interest [ 4], [ 5]. For example Nd-doped YAG 

laser was first demonstrated by Geusic et al at Bell Laboratories in 1964 is one of the most 

important materials wieldy used for welding and cutting applications or Nd:Cr: YAG that 

suggested for solar pump laser in the solar power satellite [ 6], [ 7]. Laser properties of YAG 

are associated with the materials characteristics of rare earth aluminates, which favor 

applications as composite laser hosts, and glass fibers that are important for optical 

applications, but also can be used in composite materials. In recent years, the Ce:YAG is used 

as a phosphor for a white light emitting diodes (LED) [ 8]. Phosphor of Ce3+:YAG first 

mentioned in 1967 as a cathodoluminescent phosphor, although in the same paper its 

photoluminescent properties are described [ 1].  

 
Yttrium aluminum garnet is cubic with the space group Oh

10 (Ia3d) and lattice constants 

a=b=c ≈12 Å. The garnet structure contains eight formula units per unit cell. The garnet phase 

possesses 160 atoms per unit cell. The crystal can be described by the formula C3A2D3O12 

where the Y ions sit in dodecahedral (C sites) and the Al ions occupy both tetrahedral (D 

sites) and the trigonal distorted octahedral (A sites). The YAG lattice is relatively stable and 

has high thermal conductivity (11.2 W m-1K-1) which makes it desirable as a host lattice for a 

number of phosphor systems. The garnet phase (YAG composition) has a complicated crystal 

structure (Figure 1). There are two types of aluminum ions in YAG: one coordinated by four 

oxygen atoms (Al4+) and one coordinated by six oxygen atoms (Al6+). There is a unique 

yttrium site in YAG (YO8) and a single distinctive oxygen environment (OY2Al2) [ 9]. 
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Figure 1. Structure of YAG unit cell, Ref.[55]. 

 

The application of this phosphor and many others of fluorescent lighting are widely described 

in the recent literatures. The YAG: Ce3+ phosphor is widely applied as a color converter, 

using blue LED excitation and re-emitting yellow light, which when combined with blue light 

from the LED gives a acceptable white light. White light emission can be obtained by mixing 

the blue light of the LEDs and the yellow light generated by fluorescence emission of YAG 

doped Ce3+. In the YAG lattice, Ce3+ is incorporated at the yttrium sites. In the excitation-

emission spectrum of Ce3+: YAG, a peak at 460 nm is observed which is typically related to 

the blue excitation by LEDs. In Figure 2 the photoluminescence spectra of Ce3+: YAG is 

presented. Where a broad emission band with a peak at around 550nm is observed as a result 

of exciting with a wavelength at 460 nm. Similarly, two excitation bands with peaks at about 

338 and 460 nm are observed upon Ce3+ emission at 540 nm. 

 

Luminescence emission of the Ce3+ is dependent of the 5d → 4f electronic transition which is 

strongly correlated in the YAG lattice structure. Changes in the optical properties of  the Ce3+ 

is caused only by transferring an electron which is located at the 4f state and the 5d orbital. 

The next higher energy level of the trivalent cerium is 5d (free electron orbital). In order to 

understand this level of the energy, it should be mentioned that Ce3+ is coordinated with eight 

oxygen atoms in the D2 symmetry site of yttrium in (see page 1, garnet structure C3A2D3O12). 

Due to the spin-orbit interaction cerium trivalent has two ground state of 2F5/2 and 2F7/2 . In 

figure 3 the emission spectra show two transition 5d → 2F5/2 and later to the 5d → 2F7/2. Both 

asymmetric and position of this band are varies and depended on concentration of Ce3+ 

substitution on sites of yttriums, hence the center of the broad peak is around 550 nm. 

Meanwile, electron excited from 4f to 5d configured as a 2D that is split to 2D3/2 and 2D5/2 that 
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is known as higher states of energy levels. When electrons in 2D5/2 are on the higher energy 

level are unstable, and would relax and subsequently transfer to 2D3/2 state with electron–

phonon interaction. Hence, we have the emission band is attrebuted to the 2D3/2→
2F7/2 or the 

2D3/2→
2F5/2 transition, respectively.    

 

 

Figure 2. Excitation and emission spectra of the Ce3+: YAG, Ref.[10].  

 

             

            Figure 3. Excitation-emission and energy level diagram of Ce3+: YAG, Ref.[10]. 

 

2. Technological limitation of LEDs 

 

 High power LEDs is a key component today because of they provides a sufficiently long life 

time and only less energy than required for traditional lighting technology. In order to  

widespread applications of LED lighting and for further commerciallization, some 
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requirements are still to be fulfilled. Presently, LEDs are still optimized with respect to their 

efficiency and life time. Otherwise, for  high power LEDs, heat removal is still a serious 

problem which limits the maximum light intensity of LED devices. Higher light intensities are 

usually achieved by bigger chips and higher current, however, high power LEDs convert only 

15% of the electrical power into light and hence, the remaining energy is transferred into heat. 

This heat generated by the LED should be managed and effectively be remove from the LEDs 

chip in order to avoid critical damage in electronic junction and the encapsolated light 

converter. Hence, heat managment became a crucial subject for packaging of LEDs chip in 

order to minimizing of thermal stress and made safe junction temperature operation. These 

desired behavior is the main reason why high power LEDs have comparably short lifetimes. 

For a light converter, materials such as polysiloxane polymers and epoxy resin are used as 

matrix in which the phosphores are dispersed. Since the thermal conductivity of organic 

polymers is fairly poor, degradation occurs and increases with the energy density and 

operating time. This can only be overcome by using converter materials with higher thermal 

conductivity, eventually combined with a complete redesign of the LED chip. The converter 

required might be composed by transparent or translucent ceramics or glass-ceramics that 

contains components acting as phosphors. Higher thermal conductivity of the converter 

material might also result in higher output efficiency. The long term stability of such systems 

might be  increased by such ceramics or glass-ceramics materials. 

 

Generally, single crystalline YAG can be formed by conventional crystal growth techniques. 

Single crystal YAG preparation using crystal growth technique is, however, expensive and 

requires very sophisticated equipment, and it is technically difficult to produce the desired 

shape, size and optical quality. 

 

YAG containing glass-ceramics are considered as another suitable choice for converting light 

of high power LEDs also for outdoor applications because of the good thermal and UV 

resistance. These glass-ceramics need not to be protected for example by further 

encapsulation. The aim of this thesis is to improve the understanding of the phase formation 

during heat-treatment of the yttrium aluminosilicate glasses. For this purpose, the phase 

formed during heat-treatment have to be characterized. In a further step, the formation of the 

YAG crystals has to be optimized. In order to achieve small crystals, temperature necessary 

for the  formation of YAG crystals has to be minimized. For optical applications, where 

superior optical properties are required, the fabrication process of YAG glass-ceramics must 
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be controlled and for this purpose the desirable microstructures (single phase YAG) can be 

achieved. Up to now, YAG ceramics for optical applications have been processed either with 

stoichiometric YAG powders or by reactive sintering a process which starts with a mixture of 

Y2O3, Al2O3 and CeO2 powders in rotary mill and finally mixed batch sintered up to 1850 °C. 

The preparation of rare-earth glass-ceramics has some challenges due to the temperature of 

melting and the, high value  of Tg. Due to the necessary addition of a network former, it is 

often difficult to perform the crystallization in such a manner, desired crystalline phase is 

formed. Furthermore the transparency or translucency, moisture resistance and also the 

quantum efficiency of output light of such glass-ceramics are other important points to be 

mentioned [ 14].  

3. Yttrium aluminosilicate glass 

Over the past 20 years yttria-alumina-silica glass systems have motivated numerous 

investigations due to their potential through forming glass-ceramic materials. The system 

Y2O3–Al2O3–SiO2 is of importance as a system involving the most widely used additives for 

technical use due to their extraordinary physico-chemical and mechanical properties. A series 

of overview on available data of the Y2O3–Al2O3–SiO2 systems are given by numerous 

authors .  The first major study of the Y2O3-A12O3-SiO2 system was reported by Bondar and 

Galakov who developed a phase diagram in 1964 [ 15]. Several investigations have been 

carried out also on other properties of yttria-alumina-silica glasses [ 15- 23]. However, most of 

the studies were focused on oxynitride (Y–Si–Al–O–N) glass compositions and the effect of 

starting composition and crystallization temperature on the microstructure of such glass-

ceramics were examined and detailed analytically by electron microscopy in order to 

determine the chemical compositions of the crystals phases and the residual glassy phase. 

Incorporation of nitrogen into oxide glasses increases their softening temperature, their glass 

transition temperature, their viscosity, their hardness and allows to  obtained glass-ceramic 

suitable for applications at higher temperatures. Crystallization of such nitrogen glasses 

occurs at higher than in the corresponding oxide glasses. The preparation of such glasses is 

carried out by conventional melting and cooling procedures using different type of electric 

furnace with various heating elements and crucible materials. However, some melting 

processes were also performed by laser irradiation. Many experimental studies were 

performed in order to with the aim to optimize the mechanical properties of yttria doped 

SiAlON (silicon aluminum oxynitride). Here, oxynitride glasses are used as a model for the 
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amorphous grain-boundary phase composition in Y-SiAlON materials in which nitrogen is 

substitutes for oxygen in the Y2O3–Al2O3–SiO2 system to produce a more tightly linked glass 

network achieved by a considering to increase a higher coordination number of nitrogen. It 

has been shown that the glassy phase in β-sialon material, with additions of Y2O3, can be 

crystallized to YAG using a thermal treatment at temperatures higher than 1100 °C. The 

crystallization behavior of such oxynitride glasses has been investigated by several research 

groups. Leng-Ward et al studied glasses having compositions with a constant Y: Si: Al ratio 

of 1.04 : 1.27 : 1.27 (45Y2O3 /25 Al2O3 /30 SiO2  (wt%) and nitrogen concentrations ranging 

from 0 to 30 eq.% that means 30 % of the oxygen of oxide glasses is replaced by nitrogen) 

[ 24]. They reported on the thermal treatment of such glass composition at 1250°C for 40 h. 

This results in an increased in nitrogen concentration which is a result of crystallization of 

yttrium aluminum garnet crystallization instead of yttrium disilicate (Y2Si2O7); the nitrogen is 

then mainly incorporated into Si2N2O. Thermal treatment of the nitrogen containing glasses at 

1100°C produced partially crystallization involving an intermediate phase related to nitrogen-

wollastonite (Y2Si2O4N2). Loehman investigated glasses in the systems Y2O3-SiO2-AlN and 

Y-Si-Al-O-N system. Thermal treatment of these glasses at temperatures of 1000, 1100, 1200 

and 1250 °C for longer times resulted in the formation of Y2Si2O7 as the predominant 

crystalline phase [ 20,  21]. Five intermediate phases such as two modification of yttrium 

silicates, yttrium aluminum silicates, nitrogen apatite and Y4Si4O11N2 were also observed as a 

results of thermal treatment of these compositions. O'Meara et al prepared a series of glasses 

with different additions of Si3N4 in the concentration range from 8 to 15 wt% (initial 

composition in wt%: 53 Y2O3, 17 Al2O3, 30 SiO2)[ 25,  26] . These glasses were crystallized by 

thermal treatment at 1250°C and different periods of the time. In glass-ceramics with yttria 

concentrations between 52-67.5 wt% , the main phases were Y2O3, Y2Si2O7 and Y3Al5O12, 

while in glass-ceramics with yttria concentrations between 7 and 45 wt% the main phases 

were Y2Si2O7, SiO2, Al2O3 and Al6Si2O13. Arita et al studied a series of glass-ceramics 

containing yttria with concentrations between 33 and 44 wt% and more than 30 wt % silica 

[ 27]. They also gave a review on crystallization mechanisms in yttria-alumina-silica glasses. 

The prepared glass samples were crystallized at 1250 °C for different periods of the time. 

They observed different polymorphs phases of Y2Si2O7 polymorphs and did not obtain any 

hint of the occurrence of the YAG phase. They concluded that crystallization of YAG in high 

silica concentrations is much more difficult in comparison to the crystallization of the other 

components. Chadwick and Wilkinson performed a comprehensive study on the 

crystallization of glasses with the compositions 43Y2O3 /21Al2O3 /36 SiO2 and 27 Y2O3 /24 
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Al2O3 /49 SiO2. They observed only Y2Si2O7 and Al6Si2O13 as crystalline phases after thermal 

treatment at 1200 and 1250 °C [ 28]. In their studies, YAG crystallized, however, in samples 

with SiO2 concentrations smaller than 5 wt% and an yttria/alumina ratio of around 3±0.5 

wt%. Dinger et al also studied the crystallization of a glass with the composition 

Y0.26Si0.30Al0.11ON0.11. They concluded a heterogeneous nucleation mechanism, caused by 

inter-metallic iron silicides, acting as nucleating agents which resulted in the crystallization of 

dendritic y-Y2Si2O7 crystals [ 29]. After secondary crystallization of YSi2AlO4N2 in dendritic 

regions at 1200°C, the high-temperature polymorph of Y2Si2O7, (δ-Y2Si2O7) formed and 

became the predominant crystalline phase in glass-ceramics if the sample was crystallized at 

1300 or 1400 °C. Besson et a1 studied a glass with a composition similar to that of Dinger 

[ 30]. In a glass containing 17 wt% nitrogen, α-Y2Si2O7 is formed below 1200°C and β-

Y2Si2O7 is formed above this temperature. Besides, crystallization of the YAG phase occurred 

at 1100 °C and phases of AlYO3 and Si2N2O were additionally obtained during crystallization 

at 1250 or 1300 °C. A review given by Arita et al compared and showed the results from a 

series of studies by previous researchers could be unrepeatable because of inhomogeneity or 

thermal gradient. Jin and Chen as well as Gröbner et al presented thermodynamic calculations 

of the system using the available phase diagram and thermodynamic data [ 31], [ 32].  

 

3.1 Crystallization of yttrium aluminosilicate glasses 
 

In the past, research on SiAlON glass-ceramics have been focused mainly on two areas: the 

identification of glass-forming regions for various O/N ratios when additional cations or 

anions are present in the system and the crystalline products present after appropriate 

nucleation and crystallization procedures. In the last decades, these classes of glass-ceramics 

were used as refractory materials, due to their corrosion resistance and classified as high 

strength materials which normally are used in mechanical engineering in terms of machinable 

capability [ 33], [ 34]. Recently, SiAlON ceramics were also proposed as photonic material due 

to their unique optical properties [ 19] [ 27] [ 35]. Nucleation in glass-forming melts may occur 

by different mechanisms that are commonly distinguished as homogeneous and 

heterogeneous nucleation. It has been known for decades that the addition of specific 

components .e.g. titania or zirconia to a glass may switch the mechanism from surface to bulk 

nucleation. These components are known as “nucleating agents”, and lead to the precipitation 

of one crystalline phase in the bulk, which subsequently triggers the crystallization of another, 

the desired crystalline phase. However, zirconia and titania are common nucleation agents 
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which influences the devitrification reactions and often trigger volume crystallization in 

glasses. Although, oxide and oxynitride glasses in this system are generally considered to 

show homogeneous self-nucleating, it has been confirmed in recent studies that ZrO2, TiO2 or 

a mixture act as nucleating agents in such glasses [ 36], [ 37].  

 

Usually crystalline phases possess a higher density than an amorphous phase of the same 

chemical composition. In analogy, also the thermal expansion coefficients (CTEs) of the 

crystal and the amorphous phase are different. When the crystallization takes place, stresses 

are formed in the sample. If more than one phase is formed, they usually have different 

thermal expansion coefficients. Due to this mismatch, during cooling mechanical stresses are 

formed. Furthermore, phase transitions, which run parallel to volume expansions or 

contractions, contribute to stress formation. For instance, in glass-ceramics in the system 

MgO/Al2O3/SiO2/TiO2 quartz is formed which during cooling shows a phase transition from 

the high temperature to the lower temperature phase at temperatures in the range from 570 to 

500 °C [ 38- 40].  

 

Control of the nucleation process is extremely important for the preparation of glass-ceramics. 

The crystalline phases formed upon heat treatment and final phase formations  will determine 

the properties of the particular material when they use in desired components. The phases 

formed depend on both the composition of the parent glass and the heat treatment process. 

Some glasses require the addition of a nucleating agent to promote crystallization. Howerver, 

the YSiAlON glasses, in general, appear to be self-nucleating. Although, Thomas et al 

observed improved crystallization behavior for an oxynitride glass containing a small addition 

of ZrO2 [ 18],[ 22]. Furthermore, Braue et al. found a significant improvement of high-

temperature strength of (Y2O3 + Al2O3) fluxed sintered Si3N4 ceramics when the initial batch 

was partially doped with a small amount of ZrO2 concentration [ 41]. In contrast, the work of 

Cheng and Thompson on zirconia additions to nitrogen ceramics did not show no appreciable 

improvements in mechanical properties and this has been attributed to the difficulty of 

retaining commutable of ZrO2 in this system [ 42]. 

Bonell et al studied YAG crystallization during annealing of a SiAlON/YAG ceramic at 1250 

and 1350 °C for 40 h [ 43]. At complete crystallization a very fine film (of the order of 1 to 2 

nm) of amorphous phase was found at two-grain junctions and supposed to be a stable 

configuration. Hohnke and Tien studied YAG crystallization during annealing of  

SiAlON/YAG ceramics at 1200, 1300 and 1400°C for 50 h and found a catalytic effect of Pt 
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when added as a nucleating agent to the glass composition [ 44]. Small amounts of glass 

retained in grain boundaries and triple points were identified in the microstructure. Bentsen et 

al investigated the effect of annealing of a SiAlON/YAG ceramic on the thermal diffusivity of 

the material and found a significant increase after an annealing treatment at 1350 °C for 20 h 

[ 45]. 

Zhao et a1 found that the addition of ZrO2 to yttrium aluminosilicate glasses as a nucleating 

agent could enable to shorten the necessary period of nucleation and increase the rate of 

nucleation [ 46]. Crystallization studies reported by Drummond on three different systems 

showed that the addition of nucleating agents may result in the crystallization of the 

intergranular phases [ 47]. Vomacka et al studied the crystallization behavior of a ZrO2-

containing glass and a ZrO2-free glass in the Y2O3–Al2O3–SiO2 system. The glasses were 

prepared at 1700°C in order to study the effect of ZrO2 on the nucleation and growth 

processes. In another investigation, the kinetics of crystallization were studied by this group. 

The YAG was obtained by surface crystallization from the similar glass composition [ 48- 51]. 

 

Despite of numerous experimental studies performed on the Y2O3–Al2O3–SiO2 system, there 

are still some differences concerning the melting and crystallization behavior of such glasses. 

Conflicting data are reported in the literature on the system Y2O3–Al2O3–SiO2 and the  results 

show a rather complex behavior in this system. More than a dozen different versions of the 

phase diagram from this system have been published. In the phase diagrams, the following 

phases are observed: yttrium aluminum monoclinic (YAM), yttrium aluminum perovskite 

YAP, yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) as well as yttrium disilicate (Y2Si2O7) in various 

different modifications. The data on the liquidus temperature in the Y2O3-rich area, and the 

thermodynamic stability of YAP are still ambiguous. Some studies revealed that YAP 

decomposes at temperatures in the range from 1400–1800 °C to form of YAM and YAG, 

whereas the majority of researchers suggests YAP to be stable from its melting point down to 

room temperature [ 52, 53].  

3.2 Yttrium aluminum system 
 

The phase diagram of the Y2O3-Al2O3 system shows three ternary compounds, the monoclinic 

Y4Al2O9 (YAM), the YAlO3 perovskite-type (YAP) and the Y3Al5O12 garnet-type (YAG), 

with molar ratios Y2O3:Al2O3 of 2: 1, 1: 1, and 3: 5, respectively (Figure 4). For obtaining the 

pure YAG, accordingly to the process parameters, especially stoichiometry and homogeneity 
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of the starting composition must carefully be controlled. In fact, the formation of YAM and/or 

YAP as intermediate phases (or even second phases in the final products) plays an important 

role in the YAG fabrication processes. Yttrium orthoaluminate, YAP, may generally, occur as 

two different phases: orthorhombic (perovskite structure) and hexagonal. The hexagonal YAP 

form is usually observed as an intermediate phase in wet chemical synthesis of YAG, while in 

solid-state reactions, only the perovskite form was found. Keith and Roy also reported the 

formation of YAlO3 (perovskite) with a garnet (cubic) structure at high temperatures using a 

solid-state reaction.  

YAG powders are traditionally prepared by a solid-state reaction using Y2O3 and Al2O3 

powders as the starting precursor materials. This process demands a high temperature of more 

than 1600ºC in order to obtain YAG and inevitably leads to coarse particles and 

agglomerations which consequently leads to poor physical properties of the final YAG 

ceramics. The following reactions revealed the solid-state process occurs by sintering of YAG 

powder in diffrent steps: 

1. 2Y2O3 + Al2O3 → YAM 

2. YAM + Al2O3 → 4YAP

3. 3YAP + Al2O3 → YAG 

With using the aluminum-rich compositions, first the yttrium-rich YAM phase is formed 

indicating that the reaction occurs by the diffusion of Al3+ into Y2O3 grains and thus it seems 

that the diffusivity of Al3+ in Y2O3 is higher than that of Y3+ in Al2O3. It should further be 

noted that in some compositions, liquid/liquid phase separation occurs. In the literature, it has 

been reported that the crystallization of YAlO3 and/or Y4Al2O9 might be favorable under 

some circumstances and YAG may crystallize as a second phase. The appearance of these 

phases shows that the cation distribution in such synthesized YAG precursor might be results 

of inhomogeneity at the molecular scale [ 54, 55]. It should be mentioned that in the 

compositions studied in this thesis, the crystallization of YAlO3 and/or Y4Al2O9 was not 

observed. The long diffusion distance caused by coarse powders might induce the 

crystallization of aluminum-rich phases even though the overall composition is stoichiometric 

YAG (Y:Al mol ratio = 3:5). 
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Figure 4. Phase diagram of Y2O3-Al2O3 system, Ref. [56]. 

 

3.3 Yttrium silicate system 

 

In the Y2O3–SiO2 system, two yttrium silicate compounds Y2SiO5 and Y2Si2O7 are known 

(Figure 5). Y2SiO5 occurs in two different modifications and Y2Si2O7 in up to seven 

polymorphs. Temperatures of transformation between the different Y2Si2O7 polymorphs, as 

described by different researchers, show a broad diversity [ 57], [ 58]. The results obtained by 

Ito et al are widely cited in the literature [ 59]. Later, Becerro et al reported a phase-

transformation temperature from they to β-Y2Si2O7 of 1050 °C [ 60]. These polymorphs have 

different unit cell densities: 4.30, 4.03, 4.04, and 4.11 g/cm3 for the α, β, γ, and δ, polymorph, 

respectively. Therefore, the polymorphic transformations are accompanied by volume effects, 

which may induce serious internal stress that might lead to fracture of the materials.  

 

As mentioned above, it is known that the reaction of mixed powders is the most commonly 

used method for the preparation of ceramic powders. Usually, high temperature (up to 2100 

°C for 5–15 h) or a long calcining time (longer than 100 h between 900 and 1800 °C) is 

needed if Y2O3 and amorphous SiO2 powders were directly used as starting materials for 
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synthesis of Y2Si2O7 and the polymorphs. In addition, high purity and single-phase Y2Si2O7 

was still not available and never reported in the phase diagram shown in (Figure 5). Even if 

high purity raw material was used and the high temperature phase was formed at high 

temperatures, it might have transferred to the low-temperature polymorphs during cooling 

Kumar et al has drawn hypothetical time-temperature-transformation curves for the eutectic 

melts of Y2O3-SiO2 [ 61]. They showed that the synthesis of the high-temperature phases δ and 

γ Y2Si2O7, require a very high quenching rate, e.g. 520 °C/min. The quenching rate has a 

crucial effect on the formation of the high-temperature polymorphs. Otherwise, α and β 

Y2Si2O7 polymorphs may appear as second phases at lower temperature. They also found γ-

Y2Si2O7 is a high-temperature phase among the seven polymorphs of Y2Si2O7 and it remains 

stable over a wide temperature range from room temperature to 1500 °C.  

 

As mentioned above, in the literature, seven polymorphs of Y2Si2O7 have been described, four 

of them are frequently characterized and reported in the literature. The crystallographic 

parameters are briefly summarized in Table 2. The structural parameters are taken from 

MacLaren, Richter Liddell and Thompson. Meanwhile the data from γ-Y2Si2O7 are taken from 

a study of Leonyuk et al [ 62- 65]. The information of bonding was taken from the complete 

review article by Felsche  [ 65]. 

 

 

Table 2, Ref. [ 62]. 

    Structure      α-Y2Si2O7     β- Y2Si2O7     γ- Y2Si2O7     δ- Y2Si2O7 

Symmetry 
 

Triclinic 
 

Monoclinic 
 

Monoclinic 
 

Orthorhombic 
 

  Space group           P1         C2/m         P21/c          Pna21 

a  6.59 Å 6.875 Å 4.694 Å 13.66 Å 

b 6.64 Å 8.97 Å 10.856 Å 5.020 Å 

c 12.25 Å 4.721 Å 5.588 Å 8.152 Å 

α 94° 90° 90° 90° 

β 89.2° 101.74° 96° 90° 

γ 93.1° 90° 90° 90° 
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Figure 5. Phase diagram of Y2O3-SiO2 system, Ref. [ 66]. 

 

In summary, in all studies mentioned above, the crystallization of the YAG requires high 

temperatures (more than 1200 °C) and relatively long time of thermal treatment. The 

occurrence of undesired phases was one of the main motivations to reinvestigate this system 

in order to find new glass compositions suitable to prepare glass ceramics for optical 

applications. Furthermore, in order to obtain high transparency, the glass-ceramic 

compositions and crystallization conditions have to be chosen carefully in order to obtain high 

translucency and hence low light scattering.  

4. Characterization techniques 

 

In material sciences it is important to characterize the microstructure and texture of the 

material under investigation. Grain size, grain shape, grain boundaries, grain orientation, 
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misorientation and texture distribution may have significant influence on mechanical, optical 

and electrical properties of the material. In order to study the microstructure and texture of a 

material, optical microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) equipped with Energy-

Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD), 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and X-ray Diffraction can be used to obtain local 

information on the microstructure. The main advantage of the EBSD technique lies in the 

direct access to the local orientation of the material in a measurement point or in the relation 

between the microstructure and crystallography and for the identification of certain crystalline 

phases in the microstructure. EBSD became a more frequently used method in 

metallographic, mineralogy, geology and ceramic materials over the past decade [ 67], [ 68]. 

However, in the last four years, Rüssel and Wisniewski qualified EBSD as a method to 

characterize glass-ceramics [ 69- 74].  

The SEM equipped with EBSD camera is a powerful instrument for acquiring microtexture 

data and characterizing the local crystallography of materials [ 75]. EBSD is a technique 

performed in the SEM. Electrons striking a prepared sample inclined at 70° (to maximum 

contrast and intensity) may be diffracted according to Bragg diffraction (nλ = 2dhkl sin θ). 

EBSD in an SEM has become a widely used technique for the determination of microtextures 

[ 76]. For this purpose, an SEM was used to provide the electron source, and the diffraction 

patterns from the tilted specimen were captured using a fluorescent screen interfaced to a 

closed-circuit monitor camera. The patterns are denoted “electron backscatter patterns” since 

they comprised the angular distribution of the backscattered electrons after diffraction. 

Several advantages of the technique over selected area channel (SAC) for obtaining 

crystallographic information in the SEM were cited: the smaller sampled volume and the 

much larger angular view of the diffraction pattern. The main effect of tilting the specimen is 

to reduce the path length of electrons that have been backscattered by lattice planes as they 

enter the specimen, thus allowing a far greater proportion of these electrons to undergo 

diffraction and escape from the specimen before being absorbed.  

A highly recommended method for preparing a variety of specimens for EBSD is polishing 

the samples in colloidal silica, since this does not introduce the harsh mechanical damage 

associated with diamond-like polishing.  

The prepared glasses were further characterized with a dilatometer using a heating rate of 5 

K/min to discern the Tg samples. The glasses and annealed samples were characterized by X-

ray diffraction (Siemens D5000) using CuKα radiation. Differential Thermal Analyses 
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(Shimadzu DTA50) were carried out in air using an Al2O3 powder reference standard and a 

heating rate of 5 K/min (from room temperature to 1400 °C). Fluorescence optical 

micrographs (FM) were obtained via laser scanning microscopy (LSM) using an Axio Imager 

Z1M LSM5-Pascal (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany). The microstructures of several 

glass-ceramics were studied using a Schottky field-emission scanning electron microscope 

Jeol-JSM 7001F equipped with EDAX Trident system (EDS, WDS and EBSD detector). 

Some selected samples were further studied by transmission electron microscope (TEM) 

using the HITACHI H8100 at 200 kV. 

5. Summary of the experimental results 

  

In the present work, a series of alkali free and alkali glasses were prepared based on the 

system Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2/AlF3 doped with Ce+3-doped system. In the alkali free glasses the 

effect of nucleation agents, ZrO2, TiO2 and a mixture hereof was studied. The raw materials 

were chosen and prepared using a conventional melt-quench technique. The as prepared 

glasses were cut and thermally annealed. Thermal annealing of the glass was carried out at 

temperatures in the range from 1100 to 1400°C.  

The prepared glass-ceramics have been studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), differential thermal analysis (DTA) and fluorescence microscopy 

as well as fluorescence spectroscopy. In all studied samples, crystallization at temperatures 

≥1300 ° C led to the formation of YAG as the main crystalline phase. If the glass contained 

TiO2, the crystallization of YAG occurred at lower temperatures; here, already at 1150°C, 

YAG was the main crystalline phase. After annealing at 1300°C, the only crystalline phase 

formed was YAG. The results from SEM showed the microstructures of the glass-ceramics 

were considerably different depending on the respective compositions. Fluorescence 

spectroscopy was used to investigate optical properties of glass-ceramics. The fluorescence 

spectra  revealed a maximum at a wavelength of around 530 nm and was largest in the sample 

solely doped with 5 mol% TiO2. This proves that Ce3+ was incorporated into the YAG 

crystals. This was also observed in fluorescence microscopy where only the YAG crystals 

gave an intense green fluorescence if irradiated with UV light. In samples sintered at 

intermediate temperatures in the range from 1150 to 1300 °C Y2Si2O7 was observed as an 

additional crystalline phase. The crystallization of this phase has frequently been reported in 
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the literature as an additional phase during crystallization of YAG, however, different 

polymorphs were distinguished by XRD.  

In order to investigate a possible modification of the crystallization process, with respect to 

the formed Y2Si2O7, a glass with 5 mol% ZrO2 was prepared and studied by XRD and EBSD. 

Six crystalline phases are detected in the residual glass including alumina, YAG, Y-stabilized 

zirconia (YSZ), and three different yttrium silicates all with the composition Y2Si2O7. 

Chemistry-assisted Indexing (ChI) was successfully applied to separate YAG and YSZ in 

EBSD-scans. The YAG crystals show both polygon morphology as well as dendritic growth. 

The YAG crystals were randomly distributed also with respect to their orientation. The α-

alumina phase (corundum) was also detected in the sample with both XRD and EBSD. The 

SEM image showed strias containing a high quantity of elongated corundum crystals and 

dendritic YAG, while outside the stria polygon YAG and a low quantity of corundum 

crystallized. The crystals consisting of yttria stabilized zirconia all possessed the shape of 

small spheres and did not show a discernible texture. Y2Si2O7 crystals occur as three different 

phases, i.e. as three crystallographically different species. The following phases: monoclinic 

ε-Y2Si2O7, orthorhombic δ-Y2Si2O7 and monoclinic β-Y2Si2O7 could clearly be distinguished 

using EBSD.  

  

In another series of experiments, alkali as well as fluorine containing glasses with different 

amounts of CaO were prepared to study crystallization of YAG in glasses in presence of 

network modifier concentrations. The calcium oxide concentration was varied between 10 and 

40 mol%, while the CeF3 and the SiO2 concentrations were kept constant. The Y2O3/Al2O3 

ratio was  kept in a narrow range between 0.20 and 0.22 in all samples the glass transition 

temperature, Tg of the glasses decreased with increasing CaO concentration from 820 to 720 

°C. The as casted glasses were polished and subsequently transferred to a furnace preheated to 

770 °C . Then the furnace was heated to 1200 °C using a rate of 10 K min-1, this temperature 

was kept for 6 h. In all glasses heat-treated at 1200 °C the crystallization of yttrium aluminum 

garnet as the only crystalline phase was observed. Crystal growth occurred in the form of 

large dendrites with significant quantities of residual glass between dendritic arms. While 

samples with 20 and 30 mol% CaO were composed of many dendrites, samples with 10 mol% 

CaO show a large dendritic single crystal as proved by EBSD and for the sample with 40 

mol% CaO only very few cubic dendrites were observed. This indicates a significant effect of 

CaO on the nucleation rate and crystal growth velocity in the glasses. Fragmentation of 

dendrites was not observed in all samples. 
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Another possibility to reduce the temperature of YAG crystallization is the addition of Na2O 

as another network modifier. Glasses with high Na2O concentrations (more than 7 mol%) 

showed phase separation or crystallization during casting of the glass melt. By contrast, 3 

mol% of Na2O in a glass of the system Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2/AlF3/CeF3/B2O3 resulted in a 

transparent and X-ray amorphous glass without any hint of crystallization. The addition of 3 

mol% B2O3 was effective to reduce Tg and enabled the preparation of homogenous glass. 

Samples from this glass were crystallized at 1000 °C for 3, 6, 12 and 12 h. As prepared glass-

ceramics indicate the presence of up to five crystalline phases in the samples; three of them in 

the context of surface crystallization and two resulting from bulk nucleation. Surface 

crystallization leads to three distinct layers: the first layer was about 30 µm thick, showed 

green fluorescence if irradiated with UV-light. This phase was probably Ce3+ doped YAG. 

While the thickness of the first layer is about 30 µm and does not depend on the 

crystallization time, the second layer varies in thickness and may locally be only few 

micrometers thick. Layer 2 was not continuous but reaches a thickness of up to 100 µm. The 

third layer also nucleated adjacent to layer one and grew also in the bulk. The second and 

third layer did not show any luminescence. In the bulk, nucleation and subsequent growth of 

an X-ray amorphous star-shaped and alumina enriched phase leads to a depletion of alumina 

from the glass. An EDX line scan confirmed the lower alumina concentration between the 

crystals and an enrichment of the glass matrix in yttrium and silicon. SEM-micrographs show 

that the star-shaped phase covers about 12 % of a cut plane after 3 h and roughly 30 % after 6 

and 12 h.   

EBSD was applied in order to identify the crystalline phases, to analyze orientation 

relationships between them and ratify their location because the XRD-results were 

inconclusive. The EBSD-patterns were recorded from four phases in the microstructure which 

allow acceptable pattern acquisition. EBSD patterns were obtained from the dendrites in layer 

1 and reliably indexed as YAG, while the crystals of layer 2 were reliably indexed as 

monoclinic Y2Si2O7. The third crystallized layer yielded the EBSD-pattern which were 

reliably indexed as orthorhombic Y2Si2O7. The fourth EBSD-pattern was obtained from the 

bulk and can be reliably indexed as another monoclinic Y2Si2O7. The phase identification of 

these yttrium silicates is purely based on the chemical composition and the crystallography 

analyzed by EBSD and could not be proved by XRD. EBSD-patterns of the star-shaped 

crystals were obtained, but could not be indexed due to their low quality, however, illustrated 

that this phase is crystalline.   
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In a further series of experiments, the 3 mol% Na2O were substituted against CaO while 

keeping the molar concentrations of all other components constant. The glasses were heat-

treated at 1000 °C for 24, 48 and 72 h. In analogy to the Na2O containing glass-ceramics, also 

the CaO containing glass-ceramics exhibit surface nucleation. However, the CaO glass-

ceramics, show fairly different crystallization behavior and hence different microstructures. 

Several images were recorded by a laser scanning microscope (LSM) from the cross-section 

of the annealed sample showed at at least three different crystal morphologies are observed at 

the surface and in the bulk of the sample. Near the surface, a clearly visible crystalline layer 

occurs, formed by surface crystallization. The elongated shape of the surface crystals suggests 

that the crystals are nucleated near the surface and are grown subsequently into the bulk. This 

surface layer consists of a lamellar structure composed by yttrium aluminum garnet and 

yttrium silicate. The garnet surface layer is doped with Ce3+ as seen from the intense 

broadband fluorescence. The nano lamellae originated from the surface and grew in an 

interpenetrating cell structure with an interspace of about 50 nm. Simultaneously, the growth 

of star-shaped, aluminum enriched crystals, took place in the bulk of the sample that was 

similar to the Na2O containing glass. Around the star-shaped crystals, a diffusion layer 

depleted in aluminum was observed. Experimental XRD-patterns obtained directly from the 

surface of the annealed samples show characteristic peaks which can be attributed to YAG, y-

Y2Si2O7 and α-Y2Si2O7.  

The star-shape structures in both sample series also grew in both series with increasing 

annealing time. If they are near the surface, the surface crystallized layer grows around them 

until they are fully surrounded by the crystals that have grown from the surface. 

EDS-maps recorded in SEM from the cross section near the star-shape structure showed that 

it predominantly consists of aluminum as shown in the EDS-map. Around the crystal, the 

residual glassy phase is depleted in aluminum. Studies by point analyses using EBSD proved 

that the dark appearing star-shape structure is also crystalline (Kikuchi pattern could be 

obtained but not indexed). 
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6. Conclusion 

 

The interest in yttrium aluminosilicate glass and glass-ceramics was stimulated because they 

are promising candidates for the development of translucent YAG glass-ceramics suitable for 

converting blue light of LEDs to white light. The properties of these glass-ceramics may be 

widely modified by adding additives. In analogy the phases formed during the crystallization 

process may strongly be affected by the chemical composition of the glass, including minor 

components. One promising glass composition is the system Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2 which thermal 

treatment resulted in the crystallization of YAG. Here, for the crystallization process, 

comparably high temperatures are required, which lead to comparably large crystals. Lower 

crystallization temperatures can be verified by optimizing the glass compositions. This may 

be achieved by tailored proportions of Y2O3, Al2O3 and SiO2 or by components which 

decrease the viscosity as well as the glass transition temperature.  

In the present work, B2O3, AlF3, Na2O or CaO were used to reduce the viscosity, while ZrO2 

and TiO2 were chosen for inducing the nucleation and subsequently the crystal growth 

velocity. Adding of these substances, however, also led to changes in the crystallization 

mechanism. For example 5 mol% of ZrO2 and TiO2 induce volume crystallization of the 

glass, while the addition of small amounts of CaO and Na2O led to nucleation and subsequent 

crystal growth at the surface as well as in the bulk. 

 

Bulk crystallization 

 

The addition of ZrO2 and TiO2 to the Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2 glass and subsequent thermal 

treatment at temperatures above Tg led to the formation of crystalline phases among them 

YAG. Other phases might also be formed in minor concentrations. For instance, the addition 

of 5 mol% ZrO2 and subsequent heat treatment at 1250 °C results in the formation of YSZ as 

the first phase to crystallize which triggers the crystallization of YAG. This is proved by the 

observation that the ZrO2 crystals are enclosed in the YAG phases. In some compositions, α-

Al2O3 is formed as the second crystalline phase because the YSZ crystals inside the alumina 

crystals are obviously smaller than those enclosed in the YAG crystals and the residual glass. 

The YAG crystallized as the third phase because it incorporates larger YSZ crystals and 

finally, the yttrium silicates nucleate on the surfaces of both α-Al2O3 and YAG. They were the 

last phases to crystallize, possibly during cooling the sample at the end of the annealing 

process. If ZrO2 and TiO2 were incorporated in a glass both at the same time, the YAG and 
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the yttrium silicate crystallized simultaneously at a temperature ≥ 1150 °C for 20 h; YSZ 

appeared as third phase.  

If only CaO with concentrations in the range from 10 to 40 mol% was added to the 

Y2O3/Al2O3/SiO2 system, YAG crystallized in the bulk as a dendritic phase with different 

morphologies when the glass was thermally treated at 1200 °C for 6 h. While the samples 

with 20 and 30 mol% CaO were composed of many dendrites, samples with 10 and 40 mol% 

contained only very few, but very large dendrites, indicating a significant effect of CaO on the 

nucleation rate and crystal growth velocity in the glasses. 

 

Surface Crystallization 

 

Samples containing some fluorid, some boron oxide as well as 3 mol% CaO or Na2O, 

however, showed surface crystallization. Although the chemical compositions of the samples 

were fairly similar, two different mechanisms controlled the crystallization process. While in 

CaO containing samples, glass-ceramic with lamellar structures composed of eutectic YAG 

and yttrium silicate ocurred, in glass containing Na2O, the YAG crystals nucleated at the 

surface of the glass and grew into the bulk during thermal treatment. Simultaneously, star-

shape crystals composed of alumina were formed in the bulk. Subsequent layers of yttrium 

silicates with the composition Y2Si2O7 (monoclinic and orthorhombic) were formed adjacent 

to the YAG and grew around the existing star-shaped crystals. Additionally bulk nucleation of 

the orthorhombic YS and different monoclinic YS phases was observed.  

In the literature glass-ceramics with a structure composed by a surface layer exhibiting one 

crystalline phase and the bulk showing another crystalline phase have up to now not been 

reported in the literature. 
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8. Abbreviations 

µg micro gravity 

dhkl 
 

lattice plane spacing 

DTA 
 

differential thermal analysis 

EBSD 
 

electron backscatter diffraction 

EBSP 
 

electron backscattering pattern 

EDX 
 

energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

FM 
 

fluorescence optical microscope 

HAADF 
 

high-angle annular dark detector field 

ICSD 
 

Inorganic Crystal Structure Database 

IPF 
 

inverse pole figure 

IQ 
 

image quality 

JCPDS 
 

Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction Standard 

LED 
 

light emitting diode 

LSM 
 

laser scanning microscope 

n 
 

diffraction order 

OIM 
 

orientation image mapping 

PF 
 

pole figure 

SEM 
 

scanning electron microscope 

TEM 
 

transmition electron microscop 

XANES 
 

X-ray absorption nearedge structure spectroscopy 

XRD 
 

X-ray diffraction 

YAG 
 

yttrium aluminum garnet 

YS 
 

ytrrium silicate 

λ 
 

wavelength 
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